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Introduction
This paper strives to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of migration movements
from Turkey to Germany by highlighting
the fact that migration does not only
occur in one direction but can and has
taken place from Germany to Turkey
as well. The term ‘German citizens/
migrants’ encompasses all persons
holding German citizenship, irrespective
of double citizenship and/or ethnic
background. The findings of this paper
are based on the field research of a project
on European Union citizens in Turkey
in 2000-2001,1 research conducted for
the German-Turkish Summer Institute
(2001-2002),2 as well as individual
research and interviews conducted
between 2004 and 2010.
Based on the above-mentioned previous
research and regular consultations with
officials, today there are an estimated
90,000 – 120,000 German citizens
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living in Turkey although there are no
official sources for these. Some of them
are residing in Turkey permanently,
while others split their time equally
between Turkey and Germany (or even a
third country), and some are leaving and
re-entering Turkey every three months
due to the requirements of the Turkish
visa regime. Due to these differences
in residence status and the absence of
encompassing statistics, figures provided
here can only be estimates. Among the
group of EU citizens living in Turkey3 –
an estimated 180,000- 200,000 persons
– more than half are from Germany,
underlining the closeness of relations
in human terms between these two
countries.
This article will outline the
heterogeneity of German citizens
living in Turkey, the particularities and
commonalities of their transnational life
worlds, and the participation strategies
that they have developed accordingly by
surveying the legal situation, citizenship
conditions and networking activities.
The article will conclude that the scope
of participation in political life and
influence on decision-making regarding
the immigration regime is limited.

Turkey: From Peripheral
to Mainstream Migration
Destiny
Migration of German citizens into
Turkey has particularly increased since
104

the 1980s, and has experienced new
highs since 1999. There are the following
major reasons for the perception of
migratory flows between Turkey and
Germany to have changed from a
‘centre-to-periphery’ (i.e. from Turkey
to Germany) pattern to a ‘core centre’to-‘outer centre’ (Germany to Turkey)
pattern, thus shifting the perception of
Turkey’s location from ‘periphery’ to
‘centre’:

Turkey’s increasing political
and economic liberalization
during the 1980s turned it
into an increasingly attractive
destination for migrants.
First, Turkey’s increasing political
and economic liberalization during the
1980s turned it into an increasingly
attractive destination for migrants.
Turkey’s economic boom of the last
decade has further strengthened
this effect. Second, due to increased
liberalization, Turkey has also started to
become an attractive tourist destination
since the mid-1980s. For many German
citizens, a touristic visit has been
the starting point for the decision to
migrate. Third, Turkey’s ongoing – albeit
halting – bid for full membership in
the European Union has been a major
force. In 1987, the formal application
for full membership was submitted to
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participation. As a consequence, German
the European Commission. In 1996, the
companies are sending managerial staff
Customs Union between Turkey and the
and their families to Turkey for limited
European Union was established. At the
periods of time. Furthermore, there
Helsinki Summit in 1999, Turkey was
has been a steady increase in Turkishdeclared a formal candidate for full EU
German marriages, amounting to several
membership and started the accession
thousand each year; whereas in 1996 they
process on 3 October 2005. This process
amounted to 6,000 marriages, numbers
has put Turkey literally on the political
had already risen to some 90,000 by
map for many Europeans. Fourth,
20015 and to an estimated 100,000
rising Islamophobia and difficulties in
by 2007.6 Many of these bi-national
finding adequate access to the labour
families have decided to set up home in
market in Germany have resulted in the
Turkey. Lastly, increasing numbers of
migration of Turkish-German binational
Germans who visited Turkey initially as
families and, especially, young and
tourists decided to migrate to Turkey on
qualified German-Turks to Turkey. And
a permanent basis.
finally,
Germany
has,
de
facto,
Research on GerGermany continues to be the
become a country
man citizens in Turof emigration since most important trading partner
key is still limited.
2008, that is to say of Turkey in the European
Many studies have
more people are Union.
concentrated
on
leaving the country
the long-established
than entering it. As a multitude of
group of German citizens, the Bosporus
reports4 and TV programs on emigration
Germans, whose roots of immigration
are revealing, many young people and
go back to the Ottoman Empire.7 Few
families, and elder and retired people
studies have analysed the dynamics of
have opted to emigrate to, among other
contemporary migration from Germany
places, Turkey.
to Turkey. Some, however, have looked
All of these factors have contributed
into the legal situation of EU migrants
significantly to an intensification of ties
and other foreigners in Turkey8 as well
as their integration into Turkish society.9
between Turkey and Germany. Germany
This article aims at providing a general
continues to be the most important
comprehensive – if not exhaustive - overtrading partner of Turkey in the
view of important aspects of the social
European Union. German investments
and transnational life-worlds, participarank at the top among foreign investors
tion strategies and citizenship issues of
in Turkey; today, more than 1,700 firms
German citizens in Turkey. It is divided
operate in Turkey with German financial
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into the following parts: groups of German citizens in Turkey; the Turkish immigration regime affecting German citizens; citizenship issues; and networking
activities and participation strategies.

Heterogeneity of German
Citizens in Turkey10
This section aims to demonstrate that
German citizens in Turkey are quite
heterogeneous when it comes to their
reasons and purposes in migrating,
as well as with respect to their legal
situation (residence status and access
to labour market), patterns of mobility
and participation strategies. Depending
on their personal circumstances and
individual lengths of stay in Turkey they
are affected by the Turkish immigration
regime and citizenship issues to
varying degrees. In order to identify
these differences, German citizens are
categorized into the following eight
groups:11
1. Posted personnel and their families:
These are managerial staff in German
businesses
or
Turkish-German
joint ventures, teachers at foreignlanguage schools or universities,
personnel of cultural institutions,
research centres, and diplomatic and
economic missions. Many of them
are male; accompanying spouses are
predominantly female. Usually, these
migrants come to Turkey on limited
106

work contracts (2-3 years, renewable
once or twice) and residence permits.
This system resembles a “guestworker-system”, albeit one for
white-collar workers. Accompanying
spouses often do not have access to
the labour market. This problem is
gender-related and often restricts
women to the role of homemaker.
2. German spouses of Turkish citizens:
Most of these spouses are women; yet
the numbers of male German spouses
is also rising as more and more Turkish
women study and work abroad and
then get married. A large proportion
of this group has established their
official place of residence in Turkey
and is affected by the legal constraints
on foreigners with respect to access to
the labour market. Problems, again,
are gender-related. On the one hand,
German women are largely confined
to the role of homemaker and are
therefore financially dependent on
their Turkish spouses. In the case
of divorce or death of the Turkish
spouse, problems may increase if
the German wife intends to stay in
Turkey but is denied access to the
labour market and, possibly, even
residence. Extension of a residence
permit is no legal right in this case
(especially before 1998 hardship
cases were reported), but the current
bureaucratic practice is often to grant
an extension if the migrant has lived
in Turkey for a long time, the marriage
has lasted at least three years, and the
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presence of under-age children is
documented.12 Male German spouses
of Turkish citizens may equally
experience difficulties, especially if
they are trying to fulfil the traditional
role of family breadwinner but are
denied access to the labour market.
3. Descendants of German spouses of
Turkish citizens: Most persons in
this category have dual citizenship
and therefore do not face the same
legal problems as other migrants.
However, dual citizenship may turn
into an obstacle if a career in lawenforcement, the military or politics
is envisaged. There is now a second
and third generation, and even
an emerging fourth generation of
German migrants.
4. Retired German citizens: Increasing
numbers of retired German citizens
are buying property and settling
along the Turkish sunbelt-coast,
mostly in Antalya and Alanya but
also in Bodrum and Marmaris. They
have reported problems with regard
to obtaining long-term residence
permits. Many of them leave and
re-enter the country every three
months without the need to obtain
a visa. The most recent reform of 1
February 2012, however, is limiting
a stay without visa 90 days. It also
foresees that shorter stays are added
up so that upon departure the days
spent in Turkey should not exceed 90
within the past 180 days.

5. Alternative life-style seekers: Members
of this group tend to settle along the
Turkish sunbelt-coast, or in large
urban areas, especially in Istanbul.
They often aim to make a new start
in life, and generally belong to the
age group of 40 to 50 year-olds.
Many of them set up or are employed
in small businesses in the tourist
sector, or pursue free-lance artistic
occupations. Most of them leave
and re-enter the country every three
months. This group is also affected
by the changes in the visa regime as
outlined in section 4 above.
6. German citizens of Turkish origin:
Many of these are pink card holders.
Pink cards (pembe kağıt) allow them
basically the same rights as Turkish
citizens with respect to residence,
access to the labour market,
inheritance etc. They are, however,
exempted from political rights, that is
to say they cannot stand for election
or vote. The numbers of German
citizens of Turkish origin migrating
to Turkey due to a variety of reasons
has lately increased significantly.13
7. Erasmus and other exchange students:
Since 2003/04 Turkey has been
participating in the Erasmus
Programme of the European
Commission’s Life Long Learning
Programme. This programme has so
far enabled thousands of EU students,
a large part of them from Germany,
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to study in Turkey for 3-12 months.
Many students have later returned,
either to pursue a postgraduate or
doctoral programme in Turkey, to
do a traineeship and/or to pursue a
professional career, while others have
returned to found binational families.
The ongoing internationalization of
Turkey’s universities has also attracted
international
students
through
programmes other than Erasmus.
8. Bosporus Germans:
These are
descendants of trades people, military
personnel and academics who came
to Turkey during the Ottoman
Empire.14
9. Refugees fleeing the Nazi Regime
(1933-1942/3):15 During World War
II, several thousand refugees (Jews
and political activists) fled to Turkey
from Germany. Many of those who
stayed on after the war later adopted
Turkish citizenship. Yet, some are
reported to have dwelled in Turkey
for generations as migrants without
formal citizenship, experiencing the
same constraints as other migrants.

The Turkish Immigration
Regime and German
Migrants in Turkey
The legal situation of German citizens
in Turkey is a useful starting point for
determining the scope and nature of
transnational ties and organisational
108

structures of this community. Generally,
all foreigners in Turkey are subject to
the Turkish Law on Foreigners (Law
No. 5683 of 15 July 1950).16 In some
cases, however, bilateral agreements
between Turkey and other individual
states accord a special status to citizens
of these states with regard to visa
regulations on entering Turkey and
their duration of residence in Turkey,
in which case no permit is required.
In general, the Turkish immigration
regime distinguishes between foreigners
(yabancı) and immigrants (göçmen); the
latter category is determined by descent
through ethnic origin.

German citizens, and all other
EU citizens, are considered
foreigners in Turkey and
are subject to the renewable
residence system.
German citizens, and all other EU
citizens, are considered foreigners in
Turkey and are subject to the renewable
residence system. They may enter the
country with a valid passport; they do
not need to obtain a visa prior to entry,
and they may stay in Turkey for up to
three months without a residence permit.
Regulations regarding the acquisition
of property, for instance, depend on
bilateral agreements.17 Known exceptions
to the usual provisions relating to access
to the labour market and residence
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permits concern immigrants (as outlined
above) from countries with ethnic
Turkish minorities (like Northern
Cyprus, Bulgaria, the Turkic Central
Asian republics), and so-called bluecard holders (mavi kağıdı).18 These
groups enjoy preferential treatment over
other migrant groups. The following
gives an overview of the main legal
provisions applying to all, including
German, migrants who are considered as
“foreigners”.

Residence Permit
One of the most prominent
characteristics of the Turkish Law on
Foreigners is that it does not recognise
the right to residence for migrants,
i.e. for foreigners. Independent of the
amount of time that a migrant has
spent in Turkey, or of their purpose
of stay (for instance, marriage to a
Turkish citizen); s/he is never entitled
to unlimited residence. Residence
permits can be issued for periods of
between six months and five years. Up
until 1998, the maximum duration was
two years only; unrestricted residence
is still unknown. The decision to grant
permission to reside in Turkey lies with
the Foreigners’ Department of the
Security Forces. Since September 2009,
applications are no longer made to the
Foreigners’ Office at the Headquarters of
the Security Forces but to the individual
district police departments in accordance

with the foreigner’s place of residence.
The new system has also introduced
an e-appointment system designed to
further facilitate a smoother bureaucratic
procedure.19
Since 2008, there are no more
administrative fees required from
German citizens (except for a small
nominal fee to cover the expenses of
the document itself ). However, in the
past administrative fees for a residence
permit were relatively high and often
changed due to high inflation in Turkey.
In January 2001, it amounted to Turkish
Liras 250,000,000 for a five-year permit.
At that time, this was the equivalent of
about 400 Euro, or about 1.5 times the
average minimum monthly salary in
Turkey.20 Slow administrative practice –
although this is said to have improved in
the large cities – used to cause hardships
sometimes. Since 2005 though – after
the decision of December 2004 to start
negotiations for full EU-membership
with Turkey on 3 October 2005 – both
bureaucratic hurdles as well as, in the
case of German migrants, administrative
fees have been notably lowered and
amounted to almost zero in the spring
of 2009.

Access to Labour Market
Under Turkish law work permits for
foreigners are issued independently of the
residence permit. Regardless of duration
of residence in Turkey, free access to the
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labour market has not existed under any
circumstance until 2003. Furthermore,
a work permit was not given to the
migrant who applied for it, but rather
to the institution or firm s/he works for.
This left the migrant in a conceivably
weak and vulnerable position visà-vis the employer. Foreigners were
denied access to a large number of – in
fact most – professions. The Law on
Activities and Professions in Turkey
Reserved for Turkish Citizens of 16 June
1932 (Law No. 2007) provided a long
list of professions that are exclusively
reserved for Turkish citizens, among
them almost all activities in the services
sector. These included professions
such as photography, tourist guiding,
transporting persons, acting, singing,
waitressing, interpreting, and all other
employment in the production sector.21
There are also several other laws
concerning different professions such
as the medical professions, employment
in television and broadcasting, the
veterinarian profession, judges, public
prosecutors and public notaries,
engineers and the like, which also
exclude foreigners in principle. Some
stipulations, however, allow for
exemption if a foreign citizen is able to
pass a state examination in the field in
question. Yet, reportedly, this seemed to
be very difficult.
Meanwhile, a new law for foreigners
was drafted and approved by the Turkish
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Parliament in 2003.22 In a statement by
the Turkish Labour Minister in April 2001
on the occasion of a visit by the German
Employment Minister to Turkey, it was
announced that the new law would be
passed by the end of 2001; yet, that did
not happen. An attempt to include the
law in the historic reform package of 3
August 2002, was also unsuccessful.23
The new law provides that under certain
circumstances (five years of legal work
in Turkey) an unlimited work permit
may be issued.24 The issue of unlimited
residence permits is not included, nor
does a draft law concerning residence
permits yet exist to this date.
The issue of free movement of persons
in Turkey has received little political
attention from the European Union,
although, since the first Regular Report
on Turkey of 1998,25 this issue has been
brought up every year in subsequent
regular reports, always concluding that
“no progress” has been made. Whereas
Turkish residents in member states of
the European Union have been able to
improve their legal situation by taking
legal recourse to national courts within
the EU or at the European Court of
Justice, this has not been the case with
German citizens in Turkey. There have
been some 16 cases before the European
Court of Justice involving Turkish-origin
citizens in the European Union. Turkish
law professors have argued that EU
residents in Turkey, including Germans,
have not been able to take their cases to
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the European Court of Justice because
they live outside the scope of jurisdiction
of that Court, that is to say outside the
territory of the European Union.26
German citizens in Turkey have mostly
refrained from taking cases to the courts.
An exception to this was a case concerning
the prohibition of foreign educators at
Turkish pre-school institutions.27 The
Turkish Court of Appeal ruled on 25
August 2002 that this prohibition was
introduced by decree. This contravenes
the law, which does not provide for
discretionary powers regarding the
enlargement of the list of professions
from which foreigners are excluded.
Exclusion from certain professions can
only be determined by law. Although
the reformed labour law guarantees
equal access of foreigners to the Turkish
labour market, several individual acts
of law will still be necessary to abolish
the restrictions applying to various
professions (doctors,28 lawyers, pilots,
engineers, etc.).

Insurance coverage
Apart from the above-mentioned
obstacles regarding access to the Turkish
labour market, German citizens faced
further difficulties with respect to
insurance coverage. Before the health
insurance reform of 2007, the Turkish
state insurance system was divided into
three categories:

1. Sosyal Sigortalar Kurumu (SSK)Social Insurances Institution for
employees in the state sectors: This
insurance also covers foreigners.
There have, however, been reports of
problems concerning pension rights
and unemployment benefits – the
latter only having been introduced
in October 2001 in Turkey. This
insurance covers only the most basic
social benefits at the state hospitals
(excluding university hospitals),
which is usually of rather a low
standard. Improvements could be
observed for instance when in May
2006 the Turkish SSK together
with its German counterpart first
started to organize regular annual
informational meetings about the
conditions for retirement (emeklilik)
in Turkey (Istanbul and Ankara) in
Turkish and German.
2. Emekli Sandığı - General Directorate
of Retirement Fund for civil
servants: This insurance is much
more comprehensive than the SSK
insurance, but excludes foreigners as
they cannot become civil servants.
They may only benefit from this
insurance as the spouse of a Turkish
civil servant, but not in their own
right. Problems were reported
regarding old-age pensions from
this insurance for surviving foreign
spouses.
3. Bağ-Kur - Social Insurance Institution
for Tradesmen and Craftsmen and
111
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in some cases been raised arbitrarily
Other Self Employed: This insurance
from one year to the next, purportedly
does not cover self-employed
due to high inflation, and the private
foreigners if they own the company,
insurance sector was insufficiently
which understandably limits the
regulated or monitored. Within the
number of foreigners willing to set
context of adapting Turkey’s legislation
up their own business. In this respect,
on the free movement of services to EU
it must be mentioned that until
legislation, however, some progress has
recently, foreign residents faced severe
been made and is expected to continue.29
difficulties if they intended to open
In 2008, all three insurance systems
their own business. One requirement
have been combined into a single one:
was to deposit US $50,000 with
Sosyal Güvenlik Kurumu (SGK) - Social
the Turkish state. This restriction
Security Institution. The new system
has now been lifted, as the relevant
facilitates easy and non-discriminating
authorities have confirmed, in the
access for all lawfully
case of foreigners
international employed foreigners.
who have legally Increased
resided in Turkey migration
brought
about
for
at
least by
globalisation processes Citizenship
three years. In including increasing mobility
practice, however, systems have forced Germany
The
definition
difficulties
are
of
‘citizen’
varies
and other countries to reconsider
reported to have
among
different
the definition of ‘citizenship’.
continued.
national
contexts.
In
principle,
German citizens – and other foreigners
- were only discriminated against with
respect to the Bağ-Kur insurance.
Private insurance companies provide an
alternative to the state insurance system,
and these have mushroomed since the
mid-1990s in Turkey. Despite the fact
that they usually admit foreigners on
a non-discriminatory basis, it is an
alternative that only a few foreigners
opt for. It has been reported that the
main reason for this is the high cost
of insurance contributions. Fees have
112

The condition for
citizenship can be based on the principle
of jus sanguinis (parentage and blood
relations) or on the principle of jus
soli (birthplace); there are also hybrid
cases which combine elements of both
systems. Examples of all three systems
can be found within the European
Union. For instance, both Turkey and
Germany basically apply the jus sanguinis
principle. However, elements of the jus
soli principle were incorporated into the
new German citizenship law which came
into effect in 2000. At the heart of this
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change was the long-overdue political
recognition that Germany is de facto
a country of immigration. Increased
international migration brought about
by globalisation processes including
increasing mobility systems, in which
increasing numbers of people live
today, have forced Germany and other
countries to reconsider the definition of
‘citizenship’. An extension of political,
social and cultural rights has also been
observed. This is increasingly applied
to foreign nationals residing within
the boundaries of nation-states whose
formal membership – citizenship
through naturalisation – they have
not (yet) obtained. The elimination of
certain obstacles to obtaining formal
membership is a further measure.
This development represents a
rapprochement between two seemingly
opposed basic political principles. One
is the democratic idea of representative
government, based on the principle of
general suffrage. The other is the principle
of the nation-state, which proclaims that
only formal members can participate in
political affairs. The reality of migrants
being bound by obligations (e.g.,
abiding by the law, paying taxes) in the
receiving countries without having any
rights (e.g. the right to vote for political
representatives who decide upon the
obligations they have to fulfil) has led to a
shift in attitudes. Increasing globalisation
and expanding transnational spaces will
warrant further changes in the future.

The normative category of ‘denizen’,
first coined by Thomas Hammar30 in the
field of migration research, designates
a foreign national residing in another
country, who has obtained a secure
position within the receiving society
without being a formal member of it
(OECD: foreigner admitted to residence
and certain rights). This category,
however, does not exist in Turkey. For
German citizens in Turkey access to the
labour market is limited and restricted
to areas of employment where there is
a shortage (usually in education and at
managerial level) of Turkish employees.
Such provisions can also be found in
other European societies, but not to the
extent of excluding foreign nationals
from as many professions as was the case
in Turkey before the reform of 2003.
The issue of citizenship in the TurkishGerman context documents the similarities between the Turkish and German
legal systems: Both systems have based
the right to obtain citizenship almost
exclusively on the jus sanguinis principle
(parentage and blood relations). Whereas the German legal system started to introduce elements of the jus soli principle
(birthplace) into its new citizenship law
of 2000, the Turkish legal system and all
laws and regulations pertaining to foreigners and migrants are mainly bound
by the İskan Kanunu (Settlement Law),
Law No. 2510, of 1934. That law provides that only migrants of Turkish culture, with an objective of settling in Tur113
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key, can obtain immigrant status (Art.
3), and that those of non-Turkish origin
will not be accepted as immigrants in
Turkey (Art. 4). This Law was reformed
in 2006 but its main understanding of
who can be an immigrant has not been
substantially altered.31 A further complication for German citizens is posed by
the fact that, due to the new German
citizenship law of 2000, they need to
first obtain the permission to apply for
Turkish citizenship from the German
authorities (Beibehaltungsgenehmigung).
This permission is given only if the applicant can document ongoing close ties
with Germany; it is valid for only two
years.
A particularity with Turkish citizenship,
seldom noticed, is that foreign women
married to a Turkish citizen were
entitled to obtain Turkish citizenship
upon marriage. This option was not
available for foreign males marrying
Turkish women. This provision has been
amended by the new citizenship law of
12 June 2003. It stipulates that foreign
women will be subject to the same
procedure as foreign males (i.e. legal
residence of at least five years or a threeyear marriage with a Turkish husband, a
health certificate, knowledge of Turkish
language, “good” moral behaviour etc.).
In fact, the increased barrier to formal
Turkish citizenship for foreign female
spouses is due to an increase of, and
alleged misuse by, women from central
and eastern Europe.
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On the other hand, in contrast to the
numerous difficulties foreign nationals
face in obtaining residence and work
permits. Until the reform of Turkish
citizenship law in 2002 formal citizenship
could be obtained with relative ease
when marrying a Turkish citizen. Here
the threshold was much lower than
in Germany and other EU countries.
Citizenship could be applied for directly
during the formal marriage procedure or
within 45 days if the marriage took place
outside Turkey. However, such an option
was open only to foreign women. Foreign
male spouses were, in this context,
subject to discrimination. To them such
an option was not available. Yet in the
process of modifying the Turkish Law
on Foreigners, a new bill was passed in
2002 to the effect that foreign female
spouses no longer have an automatic
right to obtain Turkish citizenship upon
marriage. Just like male foreign spouses,
they shall gain this right only after three
years of marriage to a Turkish citizen.
Until 1979, a foreign woman marrying
a Turkish citizen automatically received
Turkish citizenship. This is why, in the
case of German women, dual citizenship
was accepted by the German state.
However, when the adoption of Turkish
citizenship became an option in 1979,
German women lost their German
citizenship if they adopted Turkish
citizenship.
As mentioned above, the acquisition
of citizenship in Turkey is mostly based
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upon the jus sanguinis principle. The
Constitution provides for the jus solis
principle only in exceptional cases,
for instance, if a child born to foreign
parents on Turkish soil would otherwise
be stateless, if a foreign child is adopted
by Turkish parents or, as mentioned
above, in the case of marriage (for female
foreign spouses only). The conditions
for naturalisation are: a minimum of
five years of uninterrupted residence in
Turkey, an indication of the intention
to live in Turkey (marriage to a Turkish
citizen or the acquisition of property, for
instance), good conduct and a sufficient
knowledge of the Turkish language.32

Networking Activities
The number of networking activities
among international migrants in Turkey
has been increasing commensurately
with their increasing numbers. Yet
among the various formal and informal
cultural associations, German migrants
in Turkey represent arguably the best
organized example of networking
activities.33 EU migrants in Turkey
multiplied throughout the 1980s and,
especially, in the 1990s. Likewise, an
increase in networking and cultural
activities has been observed in the large
cities, along the Turkish sunbelt-coast
and to a lesser degree along the Black
Sea coast. These increased activities are
basically due to the synergizing effect of
the following factors:

• Rising numbers of migrants, especially
throughout the 1990s as well as in the
new millennium.
• In the case of German migrants,
increased activities of the German
Protestant and Catholic church
in the large cities (particularly in
Istanbul),34 the Goethe Institute, the
German Embassy and its Consulates,
the political foundations (Friedrich
Ebert Foundation, Konrad-Adenauer
Foundation, Friedrich Naumann
Foundation and Heinrich Böll
Foundation), trade delegations and
other research institutions,
• Foundation of the interest group Die
Brücke e.V. – Deutscher Kultur- und
Wohltätigkeitsverein (‘Bridge – German
Cultural and Charity Association’),35
which has association (dernek) status36
under Turkish law.
• A new association was founded in
2010: Netzwerk Türkei (Network
Turkey),37 a transnational research
platform for young academics working
on Turkey in several countries, mainly
in Turkey, Germany and England.
The network is operating in three
languages and thus expresses the
transnational nature of mobility and
the cosmopolitan outlook of primarily
its young members.
• The municipality of Alanya has
established a “Foreigners’ Council”38
to represent the interests of the large
number of foreigners who have settled
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in the area. The spokeswoman of
the Foreigners’ Council is a German
citizen, reflecting again the large
number of German migrants in that
area.

Die Brücke
Die Brücke39 has succeeded in
establishing a network for the exchange
of information and active lobbyism,
not only among German and Germanspeaking residents (including Turkish
returnees from Germany as well as
Austrian and Swiss citizens) in Istanbul,
but also among various German migrant
groups that have formed in other areas of
Turkey (Ankara, Izmir, Alanya, Antalya,
Marmaris and Zonguldak), as well as
among German returnees in Germany
(Munich, Hamburg and Berlin). There
are contact partners in all of these cities.
Members of the association number
around 800 and are contacted through
a monthly newsletter. Most German
residents in Istanbul and other urban
areas appear to be aware of the existence
of this association, even though they
may not be members. An increasing
number of German citizens had already
made contact with it before migrating
to Turkey, thus receiving practical
information on how to get settled in
Turkey. Yet as the use of the internet has
become more prevalent among German
migrants, the influence and importance
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of the network and its newsletter appear
to be decreasing.
Die Brücke was formed at its
constitutive meeting on 23 January
1990, with 90 persons present. The first
newsletter was immediately published
at the end of that month. By February
1990 there were already 300 members.
In May 1992, Die Brücke gained status
as a registered Turkish association. The
overall goal of the association, in the
words of its founding president Uschi
Akın, is “to help improve and lobby
for a better legal situation for German
residents in Turkey”.40 Other goals
include:
• bringing together German-speaking
people;
• formation of a Turkish-German lobby;
• promotion of bi-lingual education for
children from bi-national families;
• providing help for the acculturation
process in Turkey;
• planning of cultural events;
• planning of social and charity projects.
During the formative years of the
association, close cooperation between
the Consulate General in Istanbul and
Die Brücke played an important role.
The Consulate General, for instance,
helped to inform all German citizens
registered at the Consulate in Istanbul
of the formation of this association.
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Furthermore, many events organised
by Die Brücke have been carried out
under the patronage of the General
Consulate. The original idea of forming
an association actually stemmed from
former German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl when, during an official visit
to Turkey, he was approached by the
president-to-be of Die Brücke for help in
improving the legal situation of German
residents in Turkey.41
When it comes to membership,
women outnumber men by far; this fact
is also reflected by the predominantly
female organizers, many of whom have
binational families and have therefore
a long-term interest in improving
their legal situation. Yet other groups
of migrants are also represented: male
spouses of Turkish citizens, posted
employees and their families, Germanspeaking Turkish citizens with and
without German citizenship, single
German residents in Turkey, as well as
German and Turkish citizens living in
Germany. Altogether, membership of
Die Brücke reflects the different groups
of German-speaking residents in Turkey,
with proportionate over-representation
of female German spouses of Turkish
residents.
The list of activities of Die Brücke is a
long one. It ranges from coffee mornings
to children’s play groups, from family
outings to Christmas and Easter events,
from extensive help in the aftermath of
the devastating earthquakes in 1999 to

supporting individuals (of both Turkish
and German nationality) in need of
medical, social or financial support, from
monthly dinners for working women
to bowling events, weekly discussion
rounds and football matches for men,
and other cultural events.
One of the major achievements of the
association has been the founding of
Avrupa Koleji – Europa Kolleg (European
College) in Istanbul in September 1998.
Born out of the long-acknowledged lack of
adequate schooling for Turkish-German
bi-lingual and bi-cultural children, this
was the first school in Turkey to offer
bi-lingual education in Turkish and
German from pre-school to high school.
It is a private Turkish school under the
jurisdiction of the Turkish Education
Ministry. Until 2006, when new
legislation prohibited associations from
being officially involved in educational
facilities, Die Brücke had official advisory
status in this school, especially with
respect to methodological approaches in
education, the development of curricula
for German language instruction and
the selection of teachers. Building upon
the experience of Avrupa Koleji – Europa
Kolleg, a similar school was opened in
Izmir by the local branch office of Die
Brücke in September 2001.
Another, albeit less spectacular,
achievement of Die Brücke was achieved
with regard to citizenship, already briefly
mentioned above. While on the one
hand Turkish laws have determined the
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situation of German migrants, German
laws on the other did not allow these
migrants to adopt a second – that is to say
Turkish – citizenship and have equally
restricted it. Die Brücke’s lobbying
efforts produced some results towards
improving this situation in 2000. Prior
to that date, the adoption of a second
citizenship resulted in most cases in the
loss of German citizenship for German
citizens living abroad (this did not apply
to their children).42 In the autumn of
1993 Die Brücke started a petitioning
campaign for dual citizenship. In 1994 a
petition was handed over to the German
Bundestag in Bonn demanding dual
citizenship for German women living
in Turkey. This led to an enquiry by
the oppositional Social Democrat Party
(Kleine Anfrage der SPD) of the coalition
government of CDU/CSU and FDP
in 1995. Intensive lobbying continued,
including talks with the former VicePresident of the German Bundestag, Dr.
Burckhard Hirsch, and later with several
Members of Parliament of the Green and
Social Democrat Parties.
The coalition government of Social
Democrats and Greens of 1998
introduced a new law on citizenship,
which came into effect in January 2000.
A new stipulation regarding permission
to maintain German citizenship while
adopting a new one was introduced
specifically as a result of the lobbying
efforts of Die Brücke. The law explicitly
refers to German “women living in
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Muslim countries”. Die Brücke was
not quite happy with this formulation,
as Turkey is a secular country and this
formulation reflects the usual bias.
Parallel to lobbying German lawmakers,
Die Brücke also intensified its efforts
to bring about changes in the Turkish
Law on Foreigners, which did not yield
immediate results.

Conclusions
The situation of German citizens in
Turkey outlined above presents only
a small fragment of their social lifeworlds, which is often characterized by
its transnational character. Depending
on the individuality of these migrants’
life-worlds, participation strategies are
shaped. The most engaged form of
lobbying for an improved legal situation
can be observed within group 2 – spouses
of Turkish citizens. The association Die
Brücke has been evaluated at length and
it has been found that its main agenda –
and at the same time its motivation for
action and activities – was born out of the
restrictive legal space to which German
migrants had been confined in Turkey.
This legal space, on the other hand, is a
transnational space in itself, determined
as it is by Turkish laws (residence, access
to labour market, citizenship) and
by German laws (citizenship). In this
context, another dimension has become
increasingly important, i.e., the European
dimension. During its negotiations for
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full EU-membership, Turkey has started
to place increasing emphasis on adopting
the EU’s acquis communautaire (i.e., the
whole set of common norms, values,
rules and procedures applied throughout
the EU).43 Repeatedly, the need for
reform in order to comply with the EU
acquis has been outlined in the European
Commission’s annual progress reports on
Turkey with respect to the application
of the Association Agreement between
Turkey and the European Community of
1963 (commonly known as the Ankara
Agreement), and subsequent decisions
by the Association Council.44
In Turkey, throughout the reform
process of the new century, a new
discussion has started centring on the
different sets of rights for citizens (civil,
political, social, cultural and economic).
Next to the importance and dynamics
of the domestic debates, this can also
in part be attributed to the dynamics
during the EU membership negotiation
process, although – as is commonly
acknowledged – the EU’s leverage
has been considerably lessened since
2008/09.
Due to the acknowledgement that
Turkey has de facto become a country of
immigration, three modifications had
already been made in 1998 to the Law
on Foreigners, facilitating the issue of
residence permits. Despite the reform of
the Settlement Law, it is still not possible
for a migrant without “Turkic roots” to
obtain unlimited residence in Turkey

and thereby achieve denizen status.
Under certain circumstances, however,
unlimited work permits can be issued.
Restrictions on the access of foreigners to
the Turkish labour market are also slowly
being eliminated.
Lobbying activities to improve the
legal situation of migrants as carried out
by Die Brücke take place predominantly
in Turkey, but also to a minor degree
in Germany. This is true of political
lobbying work in Ankara and Berlin,
as well as interviews and contributions
on radio and television programmes
both in Turkey and Germany.45 Cultural
activities, on the other hand, take
place almost exclusively in Turkey,
yet sometimes with participants from
Germany who are invited to Turkey
especially for that purpose. As outlined
above, activities cover all aspects of
life, including education, religion,
politics, economics and law. The spatial
compression of time has gradually
intensified, both in terms of volume and
speed of transactions due to the forces
of globalisation, including increased
and faster travel, as well as the increased
speed with which information can be
distributed through the internet. This is
manifested in increased communication
among members of the community, as
well as by the appearance of Die Brücke’s
website.
As for transnational linkage patterns,
German citizens in Turkey have built up
dense information structures. Die Brücke
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alone has a widespread network of
Die Brücke has in fact brought about a
change in, or rather an addendum to, the
contact partners all over Turkey, as well
new German citizenship law, facilitating
as in Germany. The same actually holds
access to formal membership in Turkey
true for the German-speaking Protestant
for German citizens. Another important
and Catholic religious communities in
area of influence is the educational sector.
Turkey, which are co-operating closely
Here a factual synthesis of the German
with each other on an ecumenical basis
and Turkish educational systems and
to reach as many members of their
philosophies had been attempted. In
congregations as possible. They achieve
fact, the Avrupa Koleji – Europa Kolleg
this through newsletters, internet
was a genuinely transnational idea. It
sites, telephone hotlines and, more
sought to adapt the
traditionally,
by
German integration
organised visits to
Die Brücke has in fact brought model in the field
more remote parts
about a change in, or rather an of education to the
of Turkey. All this
presents
efficient addendum to, the new German Turkish experience.
law, facilitating The Avrupa Koleji –
organisation and an citizenship
increasing degree of access to formal membership in Europa Kolleg itself
is modelled and
institutionalisation. Turkey for German citizens.
named after a group
Yet it can also be
of German schools
observed that Die
bearing the same name and educational
Brücke in its original form has a limited
philosophy in Kassel and Berlin. In fact,
lifespan, as a generational change is
a partnership was established with the
taking place among first-time migrants
Europa-Kolleg in Kassel. It is to be noted
in Turkey, and information structures
with interest that, as with the legal space,
and participation strategies are subject
the German-Turkish transnational
to change that will become more
space is enlarged by the notion of
pronounced in the future.
“Europe”. This demonstrates Turkey’s
A prominent example of the impact
and Germany’s Europeanization as well
of transnational ties is the effect of
as the Europeanization of the Turkishlobbying on citizenship outlined above.
German transnational space.
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